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Overview  
 A novel mechanism for vertex label classification 
based on Vertex Unique Labelled Subgraph Mining 
(VULSM) is proposed. 

 Training process: Minimal Right-most Extension 
VULS Mining (minREVULSM) algorithm. 

 Classification process: the Match-Voting 
algorithm. 

 Evaluation using real data in the context of a sheet 
metal forming application.  

Definition of VULS 
•  A VULS is a subgraph with a particular structure and a 

specific edge labelling that has a unique vertex labelling 
associated with it. 

•  A minimal VULS is a VULS which is not a super-graph 
of any other VULS. 

Two Types of VULS  

Minimal 
VULS 

All subgraphs 

VULS 
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VULS	  represent	  local	  geometries	  to	  
predict	  distor4on	  errors	  (springback)	  	  

VULSM	  for	  Vertex	  Label	  Classifica4on	  

Training	  
process	  	   VULS	  model	  

Predic4on	  	  
(classifica4on)	  

process	  

Input train graph 

VULS set 
Input test graph without 
vertex label 

Output test graph with vertex 
label 

minREVULSM	  

Match 
Voting 
algorithm 

minREVULSM Algorithm 
Input single train graph G Parameter Max (maximum VULS size) 

K=1 
Gk=the set of K-edge subgraphs in G 
R=Φ 
While(K<Max)do 

R=R  U GenerateMinVULS(K, Gk) 
Gk+1=Set of (K+1)-edge subgraphs generated from           
Tk in G (similar to gSpan)  
K=K+1 

End While 

 VULS set R 

Match-Voting algorithm 
Gnew without vertex label  VULS set R 

Gnew= {P1, P2, … , Pi} 
k=1 
VULSk= set of k-edge VULS or minimal VULS in R 
While(K<Max)do 

matchVoteVULS(VULSk) 
k=k+1 

End While 
For all P∈Gnew do 

    P.Va.label=most frequently voted vertex label inVote(P.Va) 
     P.Vb.label=most frequently voted vertex label inVote(P.Vb) 

End For 

Gnew with vertex label  

Max 
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Evaluation 

All VULS versus Minimal VULS 

 Number of VULS 
 Accuracy 
 AUC 
 Runtime (seconds) 

Experimental results 1 

           Number of VULS Comparison  

Experimental results 2 

                 Accuracy Comparison  

Experimental results 3 

                     AUC Comparison  
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Experimental results 4 

           Runtime Comparison (seconds)  

Conclusions and further study 
 A novel mechanism for vertex label classification 

based on Vertex Unique Labelled Subgraph 
Mining (VULSM) has been described. 

•  Training process: Minimal Right-most Extension VULS 
Mining (minREVULSM) algorithm. 

•  Classification process: the Match-Voting algorithm. 
 Minimal VULS mining is both efficient and 

effective (at least in the context of the sheet metal 
forming application used for the evaluation).  

 Further work to investigate more sophisticated 
ways of conducting VULS based classification to 
improve vertex label prediction performance.  

Questions and suggestions 
End 

Thank you for your attention! 


